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MATHEMATICS AND THE CRISIS OF SCIENCE 
, 

JAIRO JOSE DA SILVA 

Husserl's last book, The Crisis of European Science and Transcendental 
Phmomenology, was written during one of the bleakest periods of European his
tory.1 European culture, he rightly saw, was in crisis. But more than political, 
Husserl saw a cultural crisis, which he thought phenomenology could help to 
overcome, bring1ng cultural renewal. But, interestingly, Husserl chose to focus his 
criticism on physical science rather than other aspects of culture. This choice may 
seem curious, but Husserl believed that the modern science of N ature exempli
fied paradigmatically what he took to be wrong with modern culture in general. 
For the crisis of culture was, Husserl thought, essentially a crisis of meaning, or 
lack thereof. So, he saw the supposed manifestation of this crisis in modern 
physical science (by which we usually mean science from the scientific revolution 
of the XVII century on) - namely, the fact that a gap lays open between the 

• 
practices of the modern science of Nature and the sources from where he be-
lieved these practices derive their meaning - as a vantage point from where to 
conduct his diagnosis and suggest the prophylaxis he considered adequate for this 
supposed cultural malaise of modernity (we can presuppose also, perhaps, that 
the prominent position physical science has in modero culture and the methodo
logical paradigm it poses for other sciences hada role in his choice of target).2 

1 According to Gécard Granel (tntroduction to the French translation of Crisis), the main text 
dates from 1935-36 and comes from different sources. Complementary texts have different dates 
and origins; the first, for instance, escience of Reality and Idealization: l11e Mathematization of 
Nature"), from 1926-28; and the third ("The Crisis of European Humanity a.nd Philosophy''), 
which contains the conference of Vienna, from 1935. 

2 Given the success of modem physics, Husserl had to clearly separate its technicu/ accom
plishments1 which he thought must be preserved, from what he took for an "alienated" interpre
tation of its methods, whích he thought must be avoided for the sake of cultural renewal. But, as 
I hope to establish here, Husserl's remedy for this 'alienation', namely, dciving physical science 
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But how, according to Husserl, this crisis manifests itself in science? Was it 
related to the exciting new developments that occurred in physics and mathemat
ics not long before the book was written? 

. In the beginning of the 20th century mathematics was going, and had been 
go~g for sorne time already, through a period of crescent formalization, 3 leaving 
behind the supposedly solid grounds of intuition4 and giving free rein to pure 
formal imagination.5 Riemann,6 for :instance, had created the theory of general 
abstract geometrical manifolds; Cantor, the theory of transfmite nwnbers; 
Hamilton, the theory of quatemions, and non-commutative algebras in general; 
Lie, the theory of transformation groups; Grassmann, the theory of extensions.7 

But none of these creations seemed problematic to Husserl; all the above theo
ries were duly appreciated by him, and are mentioned here only because Husserl 
explicitly praised them (see §§ 69-70 of the Prolegomena). But, let us make this 
clear, not as scimtific theories in the strictest sense, since these theories do not 

provide us with k1zowledge of particular types of objects, but as formal ontological 
theoríes, being as they are theories of purely formal manifolds, i.e. logical forms 
that could in principie, but maybe not actually ( or maybe 110t ye~ give form to ma
terially determinate domains. Formal mathematical theories are, according to 
Husser~ theories of objectual domains determínate as to form, but indeterminate 

as to content (which he named formal domai11s) belonging to a corner of formal 
logic he called formal ontology.8 The emergence of formal mathematics (which 

back to rl1e "sources from where meaning derives", cooting it fionly in the Lebenswelt, can seri
ously jeopacdize its success. 

3 By "formalization" I do not mean axiomatization in the context of fom1al-logical systems, 
but the tendency to privilege purely formal mathematical theocies; theories that chacactecize their 
(purely foanal) domains implicitly and independenrly of any intuitions. 

4 The objectual and conceptual vacieties of mathematical intuition are supposed to give us 
objects and concepts prior to their theories, whose basic truths only express the intuitively given. 

5 Which allows us to invent theocies independently of any prior intuition; but maybe ru1swer
ing to other demru1ds, such as, for example, the needs of mathematics and science, the desire to 
generalize already existing rl1eocies- Riemann and Cantor being classical cases-, oc the pursuit 
of "aesrl1etic" goals such as intrinsic elegance or beauty, etc. 

6 See, for instance, ''On the Hypotheses thatLie at the Foundations of Geometry" of 1854. 
7 .Ausdehnungslehn, basically a forerunnec of vector analysis. 
8 According to Husserl a formal domain (oc manifold) is essentially a structuced system of ma

teóally indeterminate objects (also called jor111al oijects) that function in the system as, basically, 
placeholdecs. The structuring relations of foanal mru1ifolds ace characterized only fonnally, i.e. 
independently of the natuce of any particular materially detemuned objects that may take the 
place of formal objects upon interpcetation (which can be construed as the filling of formal ob
jects witl1 material content). We can also define a formal domain simply as the abstract aspect 
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dates back to the dawn of modem mathematics in the 16th century, with the in
troduction of the so-called irnaginary numbers by the I talian algebraists - if not 

before, with the creation and development of algebraic thought in the Islamic 
empire), was defmitely not, for Husserl, i11 itseff, the cause of any crisis in mathe-

matics.9 
Physics, on its turn, had by then seen two groundbrealcing devel~pments: the 

theories of relativity (speci~ 1905; general, 1916), which Husserl did not men

tion, and quantum mechanics, which he did. Quantum theory is particularly .in
teresting in its use of mathematics, compared with the tradicional mathema~cal 
sciences of Nature (and this is something to which we should pay attent10n, 

since, as already noticed, the mathematization of science is one of the ways by 
which Husserl saw crisis coming in). Although Born, Jordan, Heisenberg and 

Dirac had succeeded in formulating quantum mechanics in terms of matrix calcu
lus, this did not follow naturally from a mathematical idealization of the phenom

ena, a mathematical model of reality that required the matrix approach as the cor
rect approach. Th~ ~reators of quan~ mechanics re~ed simply _on forma~ ana:~
gies between empmcal rules of calculatton and properbes of matriX operatlons. 

Other mathematical formulations of quantum mechanics, such as wave me

chanics, offered even more striking examples of the new use of mathematics. For 
example, De Broglie's model of the free electron as a particle accompanied by a 

common to all models of a formal theory. Foc Husserl, a formal domain is the objective cocee late 

of a formal theory. 
Hussed's ideas concealing the fundamental distinction between material mathematical sci

ences, such a; geometcy and mechanics, and formal mathematical sciences, such as ?1e rl:eo?' of 
quaternions, wece strongly influenced by Gcassmann>s_ vi~w~ ~ put focwacd. u.1 Dte /mea/e 
.A11sdehntmgslehre, 1844. In this work Grassmann makes thts dtstmctlon cle~ly, cl~u~11n~ rl1at for
mal mathematical d1eories, unlike material ones, are not theocies of domruns extstmg mdepen~
ently of them, but forms de.ftned I!J these theories themselves (which, he continues, implies that the axJ
oms of foonal theories are not axioms in rl1e pcoper sense, i.e. fundrunental unpcoved truths, but 
deflnifiMs). TI1e concept of truth, according to Gcassmann, also changes: in mate~al theocies_ truth 
is cocrespondence with the facts; in fom1al rl1eocies it meru1s .simply co~1SJstency ~chael 
Ccowe's book A History of Vector Ana!J•sis, Dover, 1994, contams a detruled. exposttlon of 
Grassmru1n's .A11Sdehn11ngslehre). TI1e similarity with some of Hussed's (and also Hílb~rt's) funda
mental conceptions concerning rl1e nature of foonal marl1ematics is stciking. But, unltke Husserl, 
who locates formal theocies not in mathematics propec, but in formal logic (fom1al ontology, to 
be precise), Gcassmru1n does the opposite, cesetving ~'\e tem1 ~'mathen:atics'' to fo~nal mathe
matics and denying physical geometry, mechanics and hke mateoal rl1eooes mathemattcal status. 

9 As we shall see, it is the use of purely foonal mathematical theocies that Huss~rl saw as a 
possible source of philosophical problems, if not kept under s~tveillru1ce so _asto avo1d degener
acy into a foon of "technique" void of intuitive content and altenated from life. 

10 Basic principies, such as rl1e principie of corcespondence and d1e technique of quantiza

tion, are based mosrly on fonnal analogies. 
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purely mathematical probability wave whose &equency was associated with the 
electron's energy (and whose velocity was higher than the velocity of light) could 

suggest to the concerned observer (as Husserl surely was) that science had lost 
completely the touch with reality, the reality effectively experienced with the 

senses, in favor of purely mathematical reconstructions of 1t (Heisenberg's uncer
tainty principie or the loss of causality and determinacy in the atomic scale could 

nothing but reinforce this perception). 

Husserl was certainly informed of these new trends and one might believe 

that he thought the "Galilean" mathematical substruction of N ature had gone 
too far in quantum theory.11 But this belief cannot be sustained Although 

Husserl evidently noticed the obvious differences between the old and the new 
physics, he did not think quantum theory in particular stirred any crisis in the 

physical sciences; the problem, he thought, could not be imputed exclusively to 
contemporary science.12 

What Husserl meant, in fact, was not a crisis. in scimce, but oj sciemYJ; it was the 
project of a mathematical science of Nature that, he thought, was facing a crisis, 

not in its methods, results, or practica! relevance, but in its lack of self
consciousness, by being oblivious of the sources and scope of validity of its con
cepts and methods. According to Husser~ the winds of crisis had been blowing 

f~r sorne time already- since the fust days of modem science, to be more pre
CISe - and were stirred by, basically, an alienated conception of Nature and the 
uncritical use of formal mathematical methods (with the emphasis on "uncriti
cal'). This undesirable situation, he thought, could only be sunnounted by phi

losophy; not any phílosophy, however, but the kind of phílosophy he advocated, 

11 In truth, the mathematical treatment of quantum phenomena does not fit the model 

Husserl. presen~d f~r c~assical physics: expericnce -) mathemat:ical modeling of expe rience (vi a 
abstcactton and tdealtzatton) -) mathematical investigation (of the properties of these mathemati
cal n:odel.s) .~ explanation (of past experiences) and prevision (of new experiences). The second 
step ts. mtssm~. H~wever, sit:ce th~ classical approach was, for him, already ccying out for phi
losophtcal clartficatlOn; and stnce hts theme was not the applicability of mathematics to science in 
general, but a critique of the scientific conception of Nature and the mathematical methods of 
sci~nce, l:e ~d no~ ge.t much involved with the problem quantum mechanics poses for the 
~htlosophtcal mvesttgallon ~f rl1e scientific applicability of mathematics in general, even though 
1t also poses problems for hzs account of the applicability of mathematics to science. 

12 I · · . t ts tmp~tt.ant to nol:!ce that Husserl was not an enemy of science, modern or tradicional, 
rather rl1e oppostte; he thought rl1e mathematical sciences of Nature were admirable endeavors 
needin~ only som~ d?ses of philosophical criticism in order to be proper.ly understood and cic~ 
cu~1scnb~d to thetr nghtful domain of validity (but, unfortunately, Husserl cciticism of "techni
zatto~" wtllle.ad to Heidegger criticism of "tecbnique" and eventual! y toa general pos-modemist 
avecston to SCtence). 
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in which the very idea of an objective, transcendent and completely determined 

in itself physical Nature that speaks the language of mathematics is ~rae~~ back to 

its origins in transcendentally reduced consciousness, 13 and our mtllltwns and 

(1iving experiences", due to their privíleged epistem~l?gical status, .se.t th~ b~un~
ary conclitions for the rightful uses and scope of validity o f. f~rmalis~c tlunking 111 

science. In short, for Husserl, both the diagnosis of a cnsts of sctence and the 

prophylaxes suggested served the goal of establish~g phenomenology as a first 
philosophy that could work for a renewal of humantty based on personal respon-

sibility. 
As I have just said, for Husserl, this crisis was innate to the modern. mathe-

matical science of physical N ature whose creation he attrib.uted to. ~alileo ~nd 
other scientists of that period The problem, he thought, did not lie m treatmg 
Nature mathematically, but in the following related points: 1) the obliteration of 

the intencional acts of idealization that allowed this, and, consequently, the. na1ve 
attitude of taking as an independent reality what is intentionally cons~tuted, 
namely, idealized Nature, an entity that by constitution escaped. apprehen~10n by 
our senses in a complete and satisfactory way (a form of Plato~s~ that dislodges 
the direct intuitive access to Nature from the fundamental postuon and founda

tional role Husserl thought it had by right), 2) the enthronization o~ mathemaucal 
methods as the only truly scientific ones, to be extended to any. mtellectual en
deavor we call scient:ific, such as psychology or phenomenology, if phenomenol-

as Husserl wanted, maintai.ned its pretensions to scientific exactitude, and 3) 
ogy, d ~ 
the uncritical use of formal mathematics, i.e. a scientific methodology eman g 

• 

critical assessment. 
For Husserl, only transcendental phenomenology could deal with. these prob-

lems, clarifying the intencional constitution of idealized (or m~thematlzed) Nature 
and determining the domain of legitimacy of the mathema.ucal methods of íh:e 
science of Nature and their scope14 (what might entaíl, for mstance, that what tS 

'1eft our' in the idealization process, what is given direct{y in experience may be 

precisely what interests us in other areas of science such as psychology, whose 

13 [ ... ] a meticulous intentional analysis, strictly free of prejudiccs and in ~bs~lute evidence 
~ .. ] does not depcive ¡11 the Jeast tl1e natural conception of the wodd, that of dru~y ltfe ru:d also of 
the exact science of Nature, of its sense, but pcoceeds to the ~ectu~e of wh~t ts effectlvely a.nd 
properly contained in this sense." (Appendix I) All the tcanslaaons tnto Enghsh of quotes fcom 

Hussed are mine. 
14 ( ... ] it ¡

5 
not the case of dominating technically and practically the med1.od as a "qualified 

wockec" ¡
11 

the field of activity of the physicist, but to understand, by a cegresston to the w_ays of 
thinking of the creators of the method, including their mutations, its proper sense atld oghtful 

limits." (Appendix I) 
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foundations, as we know, Husserl thought as one of the main goals of h 
nology) 15 B limi · h p enome-

. y . ttng t e scope of mathematics in science in general, Husserl 

among other thmgs, opene~ the road for non-mathematical, purely descriptive sci~ 
ences that wanted to remam faithful th . . . . · to e mtwt:tvely gtven as the fundamentaff 
g¡vm, such as phenomenology itself. Remember th t h 1 . ty · a P enomeno ogy concetved 
as a pure sctence of essences given in eidetic intuition . f th' m th · al ' ts out o e reach of 
Ha emattc methods (see, for instance, Ideen §71 and those following) I h 
~serl naturally saw a critique of the uses of mathematt'cal meth ds .· n ~ ort, 

th · · fi · ' o m sctence 
uneu: JUSil callan and delimitation, as a much needed prelude to phenomenolo ' 

derstood as a non-mathematJca~ albeit scientijic fttst philosophy.l• gy 
N lvly alffi here ts to analyze Husserl's criticism of the mathematical science f 

ature, and see to what extent it is well-founded More specifically I t ol 
whethe H 1' · ' wan to as { 

r usser s rectpe for overcoming the " · · n f · . f . . . cr1sts o sc1ence can be followed 
m ace of the spectficttles of scientific methodology Als I o f H , · o, want to access the 
e rrectness o usserl s model for the applicability of th . . th . al · 

17 

. ma emattcs m e physt-
c sctence; t.e. whether abstracting and 'd ali . fr can a/w, ·¿ . t e zmg om perceptual experience 

't!JS proVt e mathemattcal models for science; whether the genesis of these 

15 "Th . . e present sttuanon in Europe of general colla s f . . . 
change anything in tl'1e results of th . ' f p e o sptotual humantty does not e sctence o Nature· and tl'1es ¡ . th . 
truth, do not contain any reason for the reform of tl'1e '. e resu ts, tn etc autonomous 
t11ey have todo with tl'1e relation of t11 ti . ~tet~ces ofNature. If such reasons exist, 
spiritual life. Its is tlle psychic at1d th ese. ~1 ¡~ wtth scten~fic and extra-scientific humanity and 

e sp10tua U1 general 111 th · 1J ti e 
ate an effective and authentic psych 1 ti ak > etc co apse, 1at rorces us to ere-

. 0 ogy 1at m es humru1 e · te al · 
sonal life, personal actions and tl'1 . . . al Xts nce, person extstence, per-

. . etr sptotu consequences ru d ti al . 
butlt tn these actions and consequences fi li 1 .' , 1e person commumty that is 
of a new humanity." (Appendix I) ma y compre '1enstble, ruld then make us see tl'1e edifice 

16 For Husserl, even some physical sciences such as bio h . 
the same way physics is· "Matl · al h . '. P ystcs, crulnot be mathematized in 

. 1emabc P yStcs ts an tr d ' . 
t11e wodd in which we live effectivel - Nature e~ aor t.na'?' 111Strument of knowledge of 
concrete and empirical iden..:cal 'tyy I ak -, wh.tch mruntruns always in all its changes a 

u unt · t m es a phystcal t h · · 
has its limits; not in the fact that we d t, .. all ec ntque pracbcally possible. But it 
the fact that it is only a nacrow !ayer o~~~ c:~ptoc y, le ave ~e ~evel. of approx.imations, but in 
Physiology, biophysics, as doctrines of o~• .crebodte ~ocl~ ~~t tS tn ~'lts way effectively grasped. 

Id 
-o-He tes 111 ute total ty f th 

wor , can borrow from physics as ofte th . ' o e concrete organic 
ized as n1a.thematical bodies)· ·t · n as they want (~rgatltsms being in fact able to be ideal-
. , 1 remams true · at, as a p · ¡ b . ¡ . 
mto physics. Biophysical reality 

31 
d r onctp e, 

10
P 

1
YStcs cannot ever dissolve 

ity." (Appendix IV). Needless to p~in~a~~: ~ c:ln~t e~er reduce to physical reality and causal
emphaticaUy these assertions. at e eve opment of the biological sciences denies 

17 Th . ere are two senses 11 h' h . t w te we can say Husserl identifies u ¡· . " 
n13bcs to the sciences of Natu . ~._ c. . ··'- . an app tcanon of matl'1e-. . re, ute urst m uJe constructto f ~L • 1 
vta tdealization· the second · th f . 

11 0 
mame maltea mode ls of N a tu re 

• ' , 111 e use o mathemattcs f. th · . · · 
(which, as Husserl claimed we tet1d to e 1 or e mvestlganon of these models . , rroneous y se · .. · tdeal mode/.s of Nature). e as mqUirtng mto Na tu re ilse!f, not only 
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models, whenever available, can alwqys be traced back to the life-world; and 
whether there is any scientific reason for somehow restricting the use of purefy 
formal mathematical methods in science.18 If we answer these questions negatively, 

the project of avoiding formalistic ((degeneracy" in the mathematical sciences of 

Nature by rooting them in the Lebensweltwill be, of course, severely limited
19 

So, let us begin by seeing how Husserl thought Nature- the Nature we ex

perience with our senses - becomes a collection of more or less articulated 

mathematical manifolds: 

1) First step, idealization; i.e. moving from the intuitively given to ideal recon

structions of it. For instance, magnitudes such as time, distance, velocity or tem

perature, which are, and can only be experienccd as discrete sets of values mathe

matically represented by rational numbers, are thought, within sorne range, as de 
jacto continuous magnitudes whose values can only be accurately represented by 

real numbers. Idealization here amounts to taking observed magnitudes as actual!J 
continuous, and their values as actualfy represented by real numbers, not simply 

the racional values we observe in measurements. Idealization proceeds with the 

identification of al1 the possible values of physical magnitudes with sets of mathe
matical entities (often, but not always, real numbers), and correlations among the 
values of these magnitudes as mathematical fimctions defmed on these sets. These 

are usually the first (but by far not the only) moves of mathematical idealization 
in physics. Many others concur and superpose: bodies are reduced to massive 

poi1zts, trajectories to perfect geometrical fines, physical space to geometricaf space, 

interactions .among bodies (gravitational, electric or magnetic forces, for instance) 

to mathematical fields, dynamic processes to differential equations, etc, etc. 
20 

18 My arguments will have no beacing on Hussed's project of restricting the use of fonnal 

methods in science for the sake of "spiritual renewru", but they will, however, make it clear iliat 
this restriction cannot be justified melhodologjcaljy. I plan to show that, from a strictly scientif1c 
perspective, Husserl is wwng in believing tl1at formal metl1ods must always be ready to be in
stilled with their "original meru1ing" in order to be adequate and safe. More, I think Hussed's 
criticism is based on a misconception regarding the nature of mathematics ru1d modern physics, 
and if scientific methods must for non-scientific reasons be restcicted, the development of sci-

ence will pay tl'1e price. 
19 But I will not touch the question whether Husse d is right or not in seeing the "fom13listic 

alienation" of modecn science as part of the "crisis" of meaning of modemity (I particulady do 

not tl1ink it is). 
20 "To t1'1e vague notions of larger ru1d smruler, of more ru1d less, ru1d vague identity, mere 

cru1 be substituted with rul tl1eir detenninations the exact "how mru1y", the exact "how bigger'' 
a.nd the exact "how smaUer'', or still tl1e exact identity." (Annex 1). Idealization is for Husserl, at1 
activity of reason: "( ... ] logical concept:s are not concepts extracted from me sunplicity of the in
tuitive; tl1ey grow by an activity proper to reason: the formation of ideas, the exact foonation of 
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The next step is, for Husserl, the philoso hicall . . . 
ity we actual/y experience is degraded to th p di ~ susptctous mtsstep. The real-

. . e con non of onl · e 
proxtmatton to the world of ·¿ 1. d . . Y an 1mpenect ap-1 ea tze enttttes we s b úu d f, . 
manifolds of ideal entities obta· d b " . _u s 1 te or tt. Mathematical 

me y exacnficattOn"21 take the 1 
of the world we experience as the t. f 1 P ace of aspects 
alities, in Husserl's J·argon pro ·¿t'II!J' :e:_ aspect~ of the world.22l\ffathematical ide-

' V1 e a uypothettcal sub tru · " f 
experience. The substruction is h othe . . s ctton_ ? the world we 
l!Jpothesis but also in the se thyp. oc al m the sense that tt ts established ex 

' nse at 1t must be b · d . mation This h su mttte to exper1mental confir-
. , owever, can never be defmitive for 1-v.rt.. . . 

only approximate true real·ty E . . , . ex 'V'Pothcszs expenence can 
1 · xpertmentatton ts then •• t · d" 

very hypothesis it is called to confirm. 23 con ammate by the 

In short, for Husserl, as far as the a licabili f . . 
the first task of th · · . ~p ty 0 mathematlcs ts concerned 

ma emattcs m sctence IS to ·¿ ' 
able by a combined process of abstraction .~r~Vl . e ~odels of_ Nature, obtain-
the given; usually formal aspects whi h k ( o usmg on parttcular aspects of 
tion) and idealization (exactificat,io ) cHma el~ th~ ~~ocess one of formal abstrae-

. n · usser s cnttctsm t thi · · · 
mainly at the reversa! of priority that . h . a s pomt ts directed setence e thinks . 
Nature taking the place of intuited N , '_operates: mathema1:1Zed 

ature as the tmly baste reality. 

concepts; for example, by this idealization tha in o .. 
produces the geometricalline the geometrt.calt, . 1 ~f~sttton to vague empiócallines and curves, 

21 ' ' etrc e. ,Annex I) 
'How can true mathematical Nature be d te . d 

pearances = data of normal sensibi/ih in ht.' ' e mune from normal appearances [!'ormal 'rh-
th d f' . ~ re ron ,o normal underslandiM. j']Cl;> Th' 1 -r 

me o so exacafication' of continua of s 'bl . . .6' "J· ts 1appens by means of 
(A.nnex I). ' enst e causaltt:Jes tnto mati1ematical causalities, etc." 

22 "'M tl . . a '\emanes and the mati,ematical science of N . ' . 
symboltc-mathematical theocies co , .. ~; ll th h. ature ' or sull the dressing wilh MJtnbols of 
¡ r. ' 1 ...... n a at w scb for tl d ';./ 

P aces ,as the objectively real and true Natu ) th ¡·e '\e expert an the cultivated men re-
'd th re e ue-world s b · · · · t eas at makes us take for the true B . h . ' u stltutmg tt. It ts this covering of 

· . emg w at ts only a thod 
correct, m an tnfinite progression by " . 'fj , . . . me - a method that is ti1ere to 

. . 11 ti ' setena te ant1ctpat1ons ti " gh" . . 
oogma y le only ones that are possible . ti al ' 1e rou ant1ctpations ti1at are 
experienced in the life-wodd It . th' m_ le r~ m of the effectively (really and possibJy:>. 

ti · ts IS covenng of 1de ti . d J 
me 10d, formulas and theories incomprebetls.bl d als 1adt ren ers the auti1entic sense of ti1e 
· ts b · rth 1 e, an t 1at, ue to ti · , 
J J 'was never undet-stood." tG . . 91 \ 1e natvete of the method at 
23 "[fh \ rws, 1; 

e mathematical physicists] prepare ti1e forms of h . . 
as hypotheacal possibilities for ti1e intem. ta"; f ti ypothests that wtll be ti,e only acceptable 

P 
. f T te u011S O '\e Ca al J .. 

rogresston o obse~:vation and ex erimentati . us regu aobes that the continuous 
connect them to ideal poles and thP. 1 on wt!l observe empicically; intemretations that 
task etc exact aws The e · tal h . . ·r-

' . constantiy oriented towards ideal oles . . xpe om~n P ystctsts are al so, in their 
rem:~m, then, in al! scientific research afti, , numec~c~l magll!tudes, general fom1Ulas. TI1ose 
p9g)hystcs took place, if we can say so, i:, the ~~~;~terfof, mterl·est. Al! ~e findings of old at1d new o ormu as coordmated with Nature." (Crisis, 
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l can sympathize with Husserl with respect to this last point - mathematical 

Nature is definitively not real Nature- but, at the same time, 1 think Husserl fails 
to see that it is not always the case that mathematical models of N ature are ideal
ized abstractions from the intuitively given. Think of phenomena in atomic scale, 

notoriously difficult to access intuitively. Often physicists have to rely on mathe
matical constructs (for instance, the already mentioned wave of Planck's) that 
have nothing to do with abstracting and idealizing from experience; and as often 
as not, quantum physicists must do without any models at all (as, for example, 

the already mentioned roathematization of quantum mechanics in terms of ma
trices) . But, to be fair, classical physics follows largely (but not completely) the 
pattem Husserl traced (which, however, would roake contemporary science im-

possible if strictly enforced I wil1 come back to this later). 
2) Then comes, according to Husserl, a decisive move: the roathematical co

ordination of mathematical idealities by means of mathematical formulae is taken 
as the very essence of reality. So, by commanding mathematical models of reality, 
formulas are believed to command reality itself. All possible intuitions (which, 

remember, are always conceived only as approximations) are taken as a priori de
termined by formulas (within a certain range of acuity, of course, sin ce "true" - i. e. 
mathematical - reality always eludes us): we can predetermine mathematicalfy the 

outcome of experiments. Nature is now completely submitted to mathematics, 
for only mathematics can give accurate access to Nature (as opposed to the ap
proximations granted to our senses). Husserl sees here another reversal of prior
ity: even tho~h mathematics is "nothing but [only] a particular practice" in the 
world, roathematics is thought to command the world Although mathematics 
has its genesis in sorne practices of our lives, he thinks, mathematics directs our 

lives.24 He says: 
One is in possession ofjormulas; one possesses then, simultaneously, a priori, the 
desired practica! anticipation of that which is to be expected in the concrete real 
life that follows with empirical cerritude in the wodd of intuition - the reallife 
where mathematics is nothing but a particular praxis. The decisive operation for 

life is then mathematization, with the fonnulas at whose elaboration it aims 

(Crisis, 9f). 

If we put (1) and (2) together we get that, for Husserl, the mathematical sci

ence of N ature begins with abstraction and idealization, when aspects of the Na-

24 
This observation contains, in a slightly reformulated version, the central question concern

ing the philosophical problem of the applicability of mathematics to the natural sciences: how is 
it possible that mathematics, a product oJ free human creativiry, can have anything to say about the 

natural wodd out there, existing indpendent!J of us? 
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ture we experience are modeled by mathematical manifolds and th d b b · · h · • en procee s 
y su nuttmg mat emattZed ~ature to the scrutiny of mathcmatical theories 

(e~en purely formal mathemauca1 theories -in which case he thinks . 
veillance must be exerted. I will come back to this later)' which d ' s.tnct sthur
word f · b . ' ommate e 
tu . o lfexpOenence y dommating the mathematical manifolds we take for Na 

re tt:se . ne of the main goal f h . -ar S o mat emattcal theories of Nature b 'd 
revc mg the architecture and functionin of the m . - es~ es 
science «naivel " g achinery of the world, smce 
. y pr.esupposes that the mathematical models of the world 

sunply the world- ts to establish formulas, equations and th lik f wh ore 
anoctpanons of experience can b e e rom ere 
"Galilean" m th d 1 . ~ ex~acted. In few words, for Husserl, 

e o o ogy conststs bastcally m moving from immedi t . 
- the realm of · tui · · a e expenence 

. m .oons- mto the formal, onto which is laid the burden of re 
latmg by means of tts formulas the whole field of poss.bl . . . gu-. 1 e mtu1t10ns. 

A quesoon now presses itself: which ••t ula · , . . th . . orm ttons 'Le. which mathemati al 

th:~'7:.:~ nghtfol!Y take upon themselves the honorable task of determining :th 
ae the entrre field of posstble experiences:> Consider th .e 11 . 

quote: · e 10 owmg 

[T]dhethpassage ~rot~ the mathematics of real domains to its logical formaliz t' 
an e consolidatlon of the autono f a lOn pureAn ¡.., . ( th my o extended formallogic understood as 

av-'StS or pure eory of manifolds) are in themselves some . 
an.d ~so necessary; as well as the "technization" with th t t 1 . thin~ cor_rect, 

thinking 
th t · 

1 
. ' e o a unmers10n mto 

. a Is pure y techrucal that belongs to it. But all thi d method d d s can an must be a 
un erstoo and used in a fuf!y consciolls wa 1bi . 

if one does not constantlv 'd . . . ry. s IS not the case, however, 
avo1 m ustng 1t d h provided th t th .. al. ' . , angerous e anges of meaning;, that is 

a e ongm sense-bestoWlllg of the metl d f . ' 
its sense as accomplishing the knowled f lO ' roro where It derives 
cessible· also . ge o the world, stays always actually ac-

, , moreover, proVIded that it is free f _n . . . 

g
ranted tr ditJ' a1i th . 0 

au tradzftonalism taken flr 
, a on sm at already m the . . al di 

the new method al1 d on~ scover of the new idea and 
(Crisis, 9g). owe moments of obscunty to mix \vith meaningfulness. 

So, although Husserl admits thatpuref fi ¡ . fide hoicaf theo . h . . . '9' orma mathemattcal theories are bona 
o· nes, e ts not willing to admit th . . 

rt 
· · em mto mathemancal h · if 

a am precautzons are 110t takm. For him th lian p ystcs z which . . . ' e re ce on purely formal methods -
unplies necessarily sorne degree of "technizati '->25 on - are acceptable, pro-

25 Husserl defines "techrúzation" thus: a "mutati f th . 
creates constructive theories (son1e": f d 1 . h on o a ought that experunents, discovers 

h 
. umes 0 1e 11g est geniali ) · ' 

ave expeaenced a mutation bec . " b ]' ty mto a thought whose concepts . . ' omlllg sym O IC" concepts." fG . · 9g) . 
means symboJ¡zabon and knowledo;o b _L ¡· . . \ nsu, In short, techl1lzation 

¡:,- y synll)o JC mampulat:Jons devoid of meaning. 
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vided that, firstly, we do not loose from sight that it is this worfd we !ive in and intlli
tivefy experience that we want to know, which translates into the demand that the 

meaning of the symbols and the operations with them can be at any moment, at 
least in principie, recaptured by reactivating the original sense-bestowing acts. 

And secondly, we do not allow "moments of obscurity'' to come in (as, we can 
conjecture based on Husserl's treatment of the problem of .. imaginaries" in 
mathematics, happened when imaginary numbers were introduced and used as 
mere technical instruments without the proper understanding of wi?J they could 

be so used). 
So, Husserl's demands are very strict: the theories we set in action in order to 

investigate the mathematical models of Nature, and then, derivatively, Nature 
' itself, even if transformed into a .. technique" for practical reasons, must be ready, 

if necessary, to be instilled with their original meaning upon reactivation; and, 
most importantly, imaginary entities (i.e. entities that are not abstracted and ideal
ized from the intuitively given), if introduced, cannot bring in .. obscurities" (we 

wi1l soon see how Husserl thought this can be avoided). 
There is however one question Husserl does not ask, and which is fundamen

tal for a correct assessment of the role of mathematics in science: do the idealized 
mathematical manifolds we substitute for Nature impose their own theories, or do 

they offer themselves to the most convenient ones? In other words, are we free to 
choose the more adequate mathematical theories for doing mathematical physícs? 

The reason why he does not raise this question is that he already knows the an
swer: we are not; our mathematical models have their own, privileged theories, 

• which must be extracted itztuitivefy from these models themselves. 
But, as Husserl certainly knew, scientists are almost never content to remain 

within the boundaries of these minimal theories. This is, after all, typical of 

mathematics; mathematical theories are often extended into other mathematical 

theories and mathematical domains into other mathematical domains. Once an 
aspect of Nature has been mathematized it shares the fate of any mathematical 

manifold: to be up for grabs, for there is no a priori restriction on which mathe
matical theory can be summoned to take care of it, the theory intrinsic to the 

manifold (whose language, concepts and basic truths are offered directly in intui
tion), any theory whose domain is obtained from the original manifold by the 
adjunction of new (theoretical, ((imaginary'} entities, or even any theory only for-

mally identical to any of the above. 
But Husserl would not accept such liberalism. The imperative that scientists 

should not loose the world of our experience from sight requires in the first 
place, as we have seen, that the mathematical models of e>."Perience be obtained 
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from experience, and then, that we be careful not to submit these models to shifts 
of meaning (su?pos~dly by immersing them into other manifolds or extending 
them by ~he adJW1Ct1on of new "imaginary" elements, when, Husserl thinks, they 
loose therr sense as models of tbis world). 

For Husserl, there are privileged theories in mathematical physics, namely, 
those extracted from the idealized models ofNature (the mathematical manifolds 
we substitute for it) by mathemat:ical intuit:ion. I will call them natural theories. 
~eir me~g cannot. be j:~pard.ized on pain of loosing science's precious link 
With the 'liVl11g expenence . But, as even Husserl had to admit mathematical . . , 
theones often dialogue. So, which theories he thought should be allowed to con-
verse with the privileged natural theories? Can natural domains be put under the 
care of mathematical theories that are not their own, even purely formal theories? 

F~om what ~usserl explicitly said, we can conclude that he accepted sorne min
gling of theones, but Wlder strict conditions.26 Well, then, which conditions? 

Here reemerges a problem that had already occupied Husserl in his first 
book, ~h~ Pbilosopi!J oj Arithmetic (1891) and other texts of that and later periods 
(the Gottmgen Lectures of 1901, in particular): how can symbolic manipulations 
tell us what the facts are in the domains of materially determínate theories? In 
our case, how can playing with symbols according to rules can be given the right 
to tell what the facts are in the mathematica1 models of Nature, and then indi- / 
rectly, in Nature itselL anticipati.ng the (ideal) outcome of experience? ' 

Husserl answers: provided symbolic manipulat:ions are either carried out 
within symbolic theories isomorpbic with natural theory, or else natural theories are 
logic~!(y comp~te (i.e.,. natural 1?lanifolds are deji11ite) and symbolic manipulations are 
carr~e.d out ~ cons1stent symbolic extensions of them. The first, although not 
explicztfy menuoned in Cnsis, is the obvious generalization of the justification he 
presented for symbolic arithmetic in PA; the second is his general "solut:ion" to 
the problem of imaginaries in mathematics, and is explicitly mentioned in Crisis. 
There is, then, a common tread linking Husserl's first and last published works, 
PA and Crisis, respectively: sorne reservat:ions concerning "purely" symbolic 

m~thods of .kno~g. I t .surfaced in P A Wlder the guise of the need for a logical
e!'tste~ologtcal JUStificatlOn of symbolic arithmetic; in Crisis, in the need of a jus
tlficatlon for the technical methods of the mathematical sciences of Nature, and 

. 
26 

With respect to algebraic symbolic ceasoning Husserl says: "[ ... ) tJ1e powerful elabocation 
of Slgtls a~1d ways.of algebcaic thinking, a decisive moment which was, in a sense, pregnant with 
futuce ~rutts, and m another dis~~ing foc ouc fate." (Ctisis, 9f) He is he ce alluding to the meth
~~l~cal cel~vanc~ of symboltzabon and, at the same time, the cisk of alienation it poses (the 
cnsts' for sctence 1t potentially cacries). 
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the task of overcoming their "formalistic alienation" by a philosophical analysis 

of the genesis and scope of these methods. 

But are these restrictions reasonable; did Husserl really understand the unre
striaed formal nature of mathemat:ics (even materially determined rnathernatics 

Jike physical geometry) and the role of mathematics in science? Let u~ examine 
this quest:ion. Mathematics is a formal science, meaning that mathemat1c~ truths 
are invaria.nt W1der isomorphisms (i.e. mathematical truths are forma~. Bemg for
mal there is no reason why a domain cannot be investigated by any theory whose 

domain is isomorphic to it. But, obvious as this fact may be, Husserl ne~er a~
firmed it with its en tire Ietters (e ven tho11gh it is the formal nature oj cotttentual anthmetrc 
that is bebirtd bis strategy ojjustification Jor symbolic arithmetic in PA). He never explicitly 
said that the o11/y thing mathematics - even contentual mathematics - cares about 
are the formal (or st:ructural) properties of its domains, not the objects these 
domains contain or the concepts governing them. He believed that, although 
formal, mathematical theories are, or should eventually be, when scientificalfy rele
vant, theories of determinate objectual domain or, indifferently, determínate con
cepts. Science, real science, Husserl thought, is alwC!JS of objects or concepts, 
even if the or1fy aspects of its domain sorne particular science (like mathematics)Z1 

can ever know are those exclusively formal. 
Husserl managed to justify symbolic arithmetic epistemologically by showing 

that there is an isomorphism between its formal domain and the domain of con
ceptual arithmetic; i.e. in the fact that the domain of numeric~l concepts a~d 
conceptual operations is stmaHrai!J ickntical with the domam of symbolic 
representatibns of numerical concepts and operat:ions with these symb~ls. But 
Husserl missed in PA the opportunity of aslcing the fundamental quesnon: wfry 
can we obtain mathematical knowledge of a domain by investigating another 
isomorphic to it? The fact that this is possible satisfied him. Husserl se~med. to 
think that by manipulating numerical signs we are still, indirectly, marupulatmg 
numbers, as a puppeteer moving his puppets. But the truth, of course, is th~t 
moving from m.unbers and operations with them to signs and symboh~ 
operations is use fui and safe on(y bccause the stmctures of th.e nttme~ca~ an~ t~e symbolrc 
domai11s are idmtical; what realfy interests cot1tentual artthmettc ts mdifferently 

instantiated in any domain isomorphic to the numerical domain. 

Had Husserl drawn all the consequences from this he would have realized 
that, as far as mathematical interests are concerned, moving to the level of the 

TI Remember that Husserl dist:inguishes between mathematical satn~e, suc~ ~ physi~al 
geometry, and applied mathematics in general, fcom purely foonal mathemal:lcs, which 1s for hun 

a chapter of formal ontology, and thus pure formallogic. 
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purely symbo~c is not necessa.nly tantamount to leaving behind the levcl of intui

~;~::::t: sunplest fact that the same structure can manifest itself in either leve!. 
. P. ?perttes e~ marufest themselves as properties of meaningful math . 

manca! ennnes (denotmg something in Nature) so th wh h .. e 
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are substituted by any other objects e ' ey can . en t ese enbbes 
structure is preserved,. Prese t ' ~en mere symbols, prO\'tded the subjacent 
matter· only the fonnal n or a sent, mathemattcal entities do not really 

, , . . propertlCS of thelr arrangement are of interest. 

Husserl s ¡usbfication for the use of s bolic . 
there is maybe no isomorphism between th::; . methods '" general - whe_n 
domain- required that the th . whi h omamof mterest and the symbohc 

eones to e we brmg symbolic help should be 

"8 
w 1 use the terms "structural" and ufoonal" . 

are formal. \Ve could define mathe al snterchangeably because structuraJ properties 
--..L. • matsc strucrures Stn11..,¡ ~~ ob . 

ll.aluemal.lcaJ theories. It is in chs's w th e '~"' y as ule ¡ectsve corrdates of 

th 

ay at we say roe · tal .1 
e structure of group. Two structuc . th' , ms lCe, tJlat group thc:ory chacacteozes 

. es are sn ss sen /'[ th ·· 
equ.valc:nt theoric:s. In dus sene.oo , h se, tqlla ' ey are eoccehn:d to lno1cally . .-, a stcueture as 110 pco rty · th -o· 
to st cannot show. This poses a problem sf the theo ~ sts eory Ol any theory c:qusvalent 
structures would then be in general only artiaU dete cy ts not logtcally (syntactically) complete; 
Uleones lll factonly characterizefi ·J· fp . y rrruned. \Ve can cemedy thss by saying that 
te . wmtrts o structures The bl 1 

ozsng ssngle structures. We could d th' b . pro em wou d then cen"'ain of chara -
· f o ss y means of Cl -nft¡, th (. 

pcoperttes o a strueture would ,·n th b o .. r e eones, but, even chough all clle 
l3k th ss case e deteo d . . . 

n e e notion of struetuce depend on the 1 cal t'Une tn poncaple, thss definstion would 
ssve powecs of the language we choo...... 1 l dogt . poakwers of the underlysng logie or the expces-
tl . ...... • ot: c:r to m e: th · f 

e .notlon tt seems more convensent to ado t the . e nobo·n· o structure a purely seman-
logtcal: mathemaocaJ structures are th p followmg defimbon, more: mathematical than 

~t . . e common aspects of · h · 
can say u11s ss d1e abslrrld loe semantlc) rto"' f uomotp re macl1ematlcal domains. We 
ti ) · · , '\ uOil O structuce d e notlon ¡ust dtscussed. In this sen se struc , as oppose Lo the lhtorrliml (oc syntae-
Gsven a categoócal theory T th , tures can be eha.cacterized by mltooriml th . 
rl . • e structuce ot chacacl< . lh o eones 
ley ace all osomo<phoc). Any theocem ofT establ h a~s " e structu<e of ;ts models (s;nce 

actenzes, but there may be properties of this s~ es a ocmaJ pcoperty of the structure T char
complete (not all cat.egoocal dleooes are e l c~re tha~ are not theorems of T, if T ss not 
formal ~sequence, characterized b Ot~1p e:)· ". parocular, thc: numericaJ struetuce ss the 

everything that is true of it). The sn~ce7:,~; as; :r ;';!1metie (wtuch, however, cannot preve 
ptove no mat:tr:r which fact about a stru tu e o s notson of structuce ts that, in ocder to 
instanoates it or a parttculal dleocy thut cc},a re, w.e are: not eonfined to a paa:seulac domain that 
tu ( h' h h racteozes st Jiu d had 1 . ce w se .e ealls formal domains). He defined th . sse lJ~ own definition of strue-
mal (!.e. non-sntetpreted) cl1eoties e . em as tntentaonal (ob¡eetlve) correlates of roe 

Id 1 • '· · structures u1 the ~ 13c " • cou a ways be completely charactecized 'f b . _Jn tsc sense. For him, a formal domam 
thought eould always be obtained (he w , • ~ot ~ts theory, by its rompltlt extensson whseh he 
Hussed's defimtion that a foonal theo ~te ,~se tngs dc:cades before Gooel). lt follows fcom 
ce m of a fom1al theory ss true in the f:;m'l:a~s eteo:'1lnes a umqm foonal domain, that any theo

a foon~ domain can (ldeally) be decived in its ~nam st ~efines, and that JJI (formal) propecties of 
clear dsstmcoon foc formal do . b 1eoty, smce st ts (tdeally) conmlete So Ule-lh maons etween dl r . ' .. " no 

erefoce, no clear distinetion etther betw de semantsc and dle syntacric notions of truth· 
pleteness. een 1e syntactlc and thc: semantic ,,o..:o f ' u ns o con1-
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Iog¡cally complete, a condioon he thought to be uruversally reachable in princtple. 
Husserl's injWlction that a theory should be ccmaster of tts domam", mcarung by 

it that it should be logically complete, t.e. capablc m princ1ple of dectdmg any 
question that it could raise conccrning 1ts domain, translates lus ftrm bcheve that 
mathcmatical theoncs are theones of speafic domains (wluch, of course, are 
thought as completely detennined "in themselves"). This is also true of purely 

formal theones, which, according to Husserl, also have thetr own (forma~ do
maUls. 13ut, of course, since mathematical theories, even mterpreted theories, are 
invariably formal (thetr truths are invanant under tsomorplusms), there would be 

no problem U1 mvestigallng the formal properties of a given domain D U1 the 
context of any theory T whose domain extended D, i.e. whose domain aclnutted 
a sub-domain D' isomorphic to D, tt~tll if T wen a pun!J formal tbeory. If we were 

able to show in T that q> was a property valid for the elcments of D', then, bemg 

formal. q> would also be true of D 
This all too common mathematical proccdure (for instancc, one can show 

that a real equation of the thlfd degree has a rral solution by operating with imagi 
11ary numbers) 1s strongly Iinutcd by Husserl, for he thinks that, being "masters of 
their domains", theories can only get a helping hand from fellow theones (preVl 
ously stripped of thcir material contcnt and recluced to thetr purely formal 
framework) if they do not really necd 1t.29 Other theories may providc more con· 

29 He re are some examples of theocies d1at a ce not "master of the1r domatns'', and gain Wtth 

(!) The ;nuoduction of poonts ~1d the hne at onfinoty in the Eucl;d;an pl-u1e (me<ely fonnal 
ob¡ects w1dlOUl any material meamng, S"ven that they do not correspond, 15 sdealizabons, to 
noth1ng we can c:xpecience) by Kepler, Oesargues, P~al, La Hice and Poncelet and other crea
roes of Projeetlvc: Geometcy brought about a foona\ mathemabcal theocy that pcoved sts utihty 
by pcoving, by new methods, unportant theocems of Eucltdsan Geometry mvolving properttes 
prescrved under pro,ecbon< lt also made ~ possoble d1e ontroduction of omportant methodologi· 
cal pcinóples such as !he Pcincople of Continu;cy (that allowed for • un;foml treabnent of !he 
conics, in which al\ conscs ace seen as pco¡ecnve images of d1e c•cde) and the m1mensdy uS('ful 

and eleg•nt Proncople of Dualoty. (In a typkal m•themabcal w•y, we can also r.ut s=dwl ptob
lems of Pro,ecttve Geon1etxy by other mathematical means, foc instance, vectots in the complc:x 

plane - see, NokoHc', 1\leksandet J).t, "l<.tamal>'s Products of Two Complex NuniDers", Tht 

• 
lt 

TttJChing oJMatlumalics, vol. VU, 2, pp. 107-116. 2004.) 
(2) The intcoduction of negatlve and unagsnary (complex) numbers into anthmetic by d1e 

Itahan algebra1sts of the 161h century nude tt possible a unsfoon tceatlnent of algebc31C equations. 

(3) The c<eation of ;nfio,;o:s;mal nl"thods ;., geometry by, for ;nstance, Caval;w, .!lowed fo< 
an ;mprovement ovec !he A<effimederul medlod of exhausuoo>. Whereas Archunedes' med1od 
was one of ¡ustiftcaoon rathec than discovery - tnd•rect ¡usbficatton, ro make things worse -m-
6niresul1al methods were of both d1scovery and justtfication- dmd JUst.ification, to make dltngs 
bet:tr:c. The appacent "pcol .\e m" that tnGnitesima.Ís are not, and eould nol be geometoca\ entibes 
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venient, but not more powerful methods (in the sense of methods able to prove 

more. results). For ~ussed, theories should be ideally complete because a11 they 

need morder to dec1de any question that can be asked conceming their domains 

should come intuitivefy (directly or indirectly) from these domains themselves. The 

primacy o~ _the intuitively given - and then of the I - over the purely symbolic 

that condioons the solution to the problem of imaginaries in mathematics 

~usserl ?resented in the beginning of bis philosophical career is still clearly no

bceable m the strategy he proposed for bringing science back from alienation and 
naiveté into full clarity conceming sense and methods.30 

But, again, why should the formal aspects of a given mathematical manifold 

be re:ea~ed only by investigating this manifold and not any other having a sub

domam 1s_omorphic with it (and so, with the same formal properties of the origi

na_I do~am)? If we abandon Husseres prejudice, for it is really a prejudice, that 

sc1ence 1S al~ays science of determúum things (objects, concepts, essences, etc) and 

accept tha_t 1t e~ also be of nothing in particular, or many different things having 

the same 1dent1cal formal properties, or, if formal stmctures are included in the list 

of things we can have sciences of, then the restriction of completeness loose 

relevance. There :is no need for a mathematical theory to be "master of its do

ma~" if this domain, with respect to its mathematical properties, can a1so be in
vesttgated by other, maybe more resourceful theories. 

As I_ said above, in Crisis Husserl did not open the full spectrum of problems 

concermng the applicability of mathematics to natural science. In particular, he 

took for granted that it is applicable (as a conceptual and symbolic system suit

able for the modeling, upon idealization, of our experience, and as a provider of 

propedy speaking, but only "mere" formal objects did not seem to bother so much the creators 
of the method. 

30 "~e sense o~ b~ing ~f th~ ~odd given in advance in life is a s11ijective formation; it is the 
work ~f ltfe - pre-sc1et~tJfic _hfe -1n_ 1ts expeciencing. It is in this life that the sense and validity of 
the beu~g of the wo~d ts bud~ that ts, always of this world that is at any time effectively valid for 
the s~b¡ect of ex~oence. Wtth respect to the "objectively true" wodd, that of science, it ¡5 a 
formalto~ of a sup:nor degree, ~h~se foundations_lie in the ~re-~cientific thinking and experiencing 
and_ th:t~ operattons of valt_daoon. Onl~ a radtcal regresstve tnquiry on subjectivity, I mean the 
su~¡e~bvtty that ren~ers_ ulamately posstble all validation of the wodd with its content, in all its 
sctenttfic and pre-sc1enafic modalities, an inquiry that considers the whats and hows of racional 
performances, can r~n~er compreh~nsible the objective truth and attain the ultima/e stll.st of bting 
of the ~orld. !he~, 1t ts not the belllg of the wocld in its unquestioned evidence that is in itself 
w~at ~XIS~ pnmarily, and it d~s n_ot s_uf~c~ to ~ose _sir~1~ly the question of what belongs to it 
~bJeCttvely, _on lhe cvntmry, what rs pnn1arify tn ttse!f rs Stlo/ecltt'I!J, and it is as mch that it pre-gives na
rvel~- the bemg of the wodd, and then rat:ionalizes, or, what amounts to the same, objectifies it." 
(Cnsrs, 14) 
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theories for the mathematical mode1s of experience), but did not question why.31 

Also, as 1 have just argued, given Husserl's strategy of justifica~on of standard 

mathematical methods, it is clear that he thought natural marufolds shou~d be 

"definite" meaning that they shou1d be defined by a complete system of axtoms, 

correspo~ding to the "logical-formal idea of a world in general))32 ~Crisis, 9g). Of 

urse if a definite manifold corresponds to the idea of the logtcal form of a 
co ' d, 'd a1iz d) world in general, the world itself, considered in its formal_ (abstracte _1 e e . 

ects must ideally constitute a coherent system of defirute mathemaucal maruasp , 

folds. 
This may stand as an ideal for science, but since it is far fr~m realized, _and 

there is no guarantee that it cou1d be realized (in fact, if we c~nstder that logtcal

formal axiomatic systems must be designed according to certam reasonable effec

tiveness restrictions, Gódel showed that it is in general unrealizable), the m_ath~
matical science of Nature must do as it can, just like mathematics itself> which ts 

to freely extend domains and theories one into the other in order to obtain ~or
mal truths that can be transferred from one domain to any other formally eqmva-

lent with it. 

I must now to conclude, consider the intencional genesis of natural mani

folds on the ba~is of perceptual intuition (considerations of this kínd _fall within 

the scope of genetic phenomenology).33 The question I want to ask 1s whether 

31 The only philosophical problems related to the applications ~f ~1~themat:ics to sc_ien~e 
Husserl recognized can be solved, he thought, by reslricling the apphcab!ltty of mathematJcs 111 
science. His strategy is restrictive, rather than explia~tive. 

32 "The presupposition of classical physics: the subject:ively changing natural phen_ome_na, 
the empirical phenomena with their empirical progress in teons of w?~e or better a_pproxunaaon 
(their perfecting), points towards the mathematical i~ea of a Na~re 111 1tself as a umfied _w~dd _of 
bodies in themselves. This implies a universally val1d mathemaacs of Nature [ ... and 111 t_t] h~s 
the foundat:ion of a causal legality, according to which all boclies, whose ideal es~nc~ conSJ~ts ~n 
their causal, space-temporal being, are calculable. TI1e general mathemat:ical. legal1ty 1S defit~te m 
the sense that it has the foon of a finite numbers of fundamental mathemaacallaws (the ax1oms) 
in which alllaws are included, in a purely deduct:ive manner, as consequences." (Appendix IV). 

33 With respect to geometry, Husserl carries out such an investigation in _the fa~l:ous appet~
dix III, "The Origin of Geometry". But the general task of a phenomenologt~al ~n?qu~ of sct
ence (in the sense of a radical foundation of science in transcendental sub¡ecavtty)_ ts much 
broader: it consists essentially in questioning the "evidences" belonging toa wodd that 1s already 
here, p:esupposed, with the sense it has, by science and our unquest:ione~ ~eing in the wor~d
Some of these evidences (concerning the wodd as simply "given") are: 1) 1t 1s a coherent u~1ty 
subjected to strict causality; 2) its being is completely detern~ned; and ~t corresp?nds to the bemg 
of the wodd a system of truths in themselves, the possesston of whtch constltutes the goal_ of 
objective science; 3) "the wodd is, and already was, he re; [ ... ] the correct:ion of any apprehensl~n 
of this world, be it an apprehension of expecience of any other, presupposes already the wodd 111 
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Husserl is right in believing that the mathematical models of N ature are delivered 
by abstraction and idealization from our immediate perceptual experience of it. 

In the genecic analyses hinted at in Ctisis (but not spelled out in details)> the 
relation between perceptual and mathematized Nature is cast in terms of di
chotomies such as concrete versus abstract, real versus ideal, intuicively g1ven ver
sus categorically constituted For Husser~ the first terms of these dichotomies 
designate starting points, the second, points of arrival; conscitution is what hap
pens in between. The idea of a constitution of the ideal in the real reverses the 
?rder ?~ ?riority in P1ato's idea of participation; by adhering to it Husserl implic
ttly cnttc1Zes the extreme "Platonism" of modern science.34 For him, the real 

world of our direct experience is not an impeifect copy of the ideal world of sci
ence> but conver.re!J, it is the ideal world that otiginates in the real by intencional acts 
of consciousness (abstraction and idealization). 

I will> however, skip the details of the genesis of mathematized N ature in in
tencional consciousness; for our purposes it suffices to notice that, for Husser~ as 
already stressed, mathematics comes into science primarily by way of the substi
tution of the g1ven of experience by mathematical manifolds, i.e. mathematical 
n:odelin?. The quescion I want to raise is whether this covering of the intuicively 
gtven wxth mathematical concepts is univocally determined by experience or, 
contrarily, mathematization is sub-determined by the given. Is the road from the 
senses to understanding a one-lane road? Is the covering of perceptual data with 
categorial formacions without alternacives? How did Husserl answer (or would 
have answered these questions)? 

Let us consider the geometrization of perceptual space as a paradigma tic case. 
It has been argued that Husserl believed the mathematization of physical space 
?orrowed from different sources. Sorne very general geometrical properties (for 
~stance, continuity> homogeneity, the character of being isotropic, the posses
ston of a definite, although indeterminate dimensionality or the existence of a 

its being as an ~orizon of all t:hat is indubitably valid, which unplies a certain stock of t:hings 
known and cemtudes subtracted to any doubt, with which to be in contradiction means to 

be devalued and reduced to nothing"; and 4) the experience of the wodd can be infmitely per
fecte~. T~ trace .the "genesis" o f lhis sense of the wodd in consciousness and investigate how it 
acgutced tt COJ1Sbtutes the coce of a phenomenological critique of the pcesuppositions of science 
(see § 28). 

. 
34

. "Foc Pl~tonism, reality h~d a celation of 'méthexis' (pacticipation) n10re oc Iess complete 

m ~e tdeal. Tht~ opene~ for anctent geomet:r:y some possibilities of application - primitive appli
c~bot~ - to realtty. But tn the Ga!Jiean malhemafitrJiion of Naltm it is Na tu re itse!f tJ1at, under the 
dtcectton ?f the new mathematics, is idealized: it becomes, to employ a modern expression a 
mathemat.Jcal manifold." (Crisis, 9) ' 
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metric characterized only in its most general aspects) ~ould s~ply be conse

quences of physical space being a partícula~ type of Riemanruan space -. th~ 
"truths" expressing these ccfacts" about phystcal space w~uld then be. analyttc ~, 
other geometrical properties of space, such as the possess.t~n of.a pa~CIIlarmetrtc 
or a detemJind!e number of dimensions would be empmcal, t.e. gtven by the 

senses.35 

But how can we know that physical space is a particular type of Rie.mannian 
space to begín with? Do we really know this or do we simply pres/(pfose tt? Could 
we know a posteriori, from the testimony of the senses, that phystcal space has 
the structure of a Riemannian manifold? Certainly not, the senses are too coarse 

and limited for d~ciding both the fme-grained and the global stru~~al a~pects of 
space. Not being a posteriori, or at least not complet~ly a pos~en~n, t~ kn~wl
edge must be to a large extent a priori, and s~ H~serltan c.ons~~tton of td~alized 
space would come close to a form of Kant.lan-like pure mtwtton of spattal fe~
tures: a partict~lar course for the process of idealization would appear as t~ecess~nly 
induced by experience. In fact, this is how Husserl seems to und~rs tan~ tde~liz~
tion; at least as far as geometrical idealization is concemed. For him, to.tdealize.ts 
to "pass to the limit'', "to follow our noses" along the perceptually gtven to tts 

necessary perfecting in one> but not another way. 36 

If Husserl really believed that the general Riemannian character of perceptual 

space was essentially a matter of right, belongíng to ~h~ essence ~~ perceptual .space 
_ and what makes it the particular Riemann space tt ts, Euclidian, three dimen

sional, etc., would be a matter of fact - then he cannot be right simply beca~e a 
Riemanniru1 manifold is not the most general spatial structure one can concetve. 
For instance, we can conceive of a space that is not locally flat everywhere as p~e
supposed by R.iemann (a presupposicion associated with the lin_e elem.ent bemg 
given by the square root of a second order differential express.10n) · S mee .what 
makes our perceptual space Riemannian cannot be a matter of etther necesstty or 

fact, it must be a priori in another, "non-transcendental'' sense. This e~ only be 
what Poincaré wanted it to be; the mathematization of perceptual space 1s a m~t
ter of free choice, guided more by convenience than (either necessary or contm-

gent) truth. . . 
But Husserl's analyses of the intencional genesis of geome~ in 'ur'he Ortgtn 

of Geometry" seem so convincing that we are easily lead to beheve that the road 

35 See Guillermo Rosado Haddock's review of Elisabeth Schuhmann's edition of Hussed's 

Iessons of 1908-09 Husserl Stt1dien (2008) 24:141-148. , . f 
~6 Of course free vat:iation can lead us into many diffecent ways and produce a vactety o 

results, but free v~riation has to do only with possibililies, not rea!Jties. 
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from our direct experience of space to its mathematical models, if nota one-lane 
road, is strongly biased by the "immediately given». What Husserl failed to see is 

that our spatial intuitions are from the start contaminated by presuppositions that 
are not necessary. 37 Our perceptual experience of space is already dressed with 
categorial formations, and if by becoming conscious of them, we remove them, 

what remains is in general willing to accept different and often contradictory 
categorial structuring. Physical space as experienced, free of any presuppositions, 
can be idealized as finite or infinite, continuous or discrete, Euclidian or non

Euclidian, Riemannian or non-Riemannian; experience alone cannot predeter
mine its "correct" mathematization. 

We can, I think, generalize this conclusion, for in general our perceptual ex
periences are far too meager to disclose any necessary overall structure. In phys
ics we often have to deal with realms of experience, such as the quantum domain, 
to which we have very limited intuitive access. In cases such as this the mathe
matical science of Nature must basically look for whatever mathematical patterns 
it can fruitfully impose on the mass of row empirical data, with virtually no extra 
intuitive hint as to subjacent structure; any physical or mathematical model, or 
even no model at all, just any theory able to organize the data and make correct 
previsions will be a strong candidate for the right theory, independently of any, 
often missing, intuitive guidance. 

The most important fact conceming the questions I have been treating here 
is that intuition is amenable to mathematical treatment - i.e., mathematized -
provided it is onfy considered in its structural or formal aspects, 3S sin ce mathemat
ics does not care for material content, but only for form: mathematical is, after 

all, a formal science. Mathematical modeling consists then in choosing the mathe-

37 
As Helmholtz noticed, our perceptíon of space is from the start contaminated by certain 

f~rmal pmuppositi~ns - nam~ly, that rigid bodies are free to move, anywhere and in any direction, 
w1thout de~ormat:J.on~- wh~ch make Euclidían geometcy seem the "natural" geometry of physical 
sp~c~. Nonce th~t. this parttcular "truth" is neither analytic (although, as a presuppositíon, it is a 
pnon), 1~or empiClcal. By exclusion, it must then be synthetíc a priori. See "On the Factual 
Foundat:J.ons ~f Geometry'' and "The Origin and Meaning of Geometrical Axioms", in Bryond 
Geometry: ClaSStca/ Papers .from Riemann to Einstein. New York: Dover, 2007. 

38 Jame~ Je.ans says tha~ in physics, we "must limit ourselves to describing the patten1 oJ evenls 
[my emphaS1s] .111 mathemal:!cal tenns", that "one may dig, one may sow, one may rip. But the 
final harvest wdl always be a sheaf of mathematical formulae." (fl?.ysics and Philosophy, New York; 
Dover, 1981, p.15) 

/ 
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matical formal manifold that adequately expresses the formal aspects we discern 
in experience, which always leaves considerable room for alternatives. 39 

But the way Husserl tall{S of mathematicai concepts (such as those of geome

try) as limit points of empirical (or motphological) concepts (the circle as the 
ideal limit of the merely circular, for instance) seems to suggest that maybe in 
sorne cases (for instance, Euclidian physical geometry as the necessary Iimit point 
of a process of abstraction and idealization from plain perception) experience 
does indeed condition the ideas we substitute for it. The fact, however, is that the 
process Husserl calls idealization involves to sorne degree choices conditioned 
even by pragmatic and esthe.tic criteria. 

The hard fact about the mathematical modeling of Nature is that our direct 
experience of Nature provides only sorne initial and bow1dary conditions. It can
not determine the entire process. Abstracting and idealizing are not, even if not 
taken as univocally determining the outcome of the process, very relevant actors 
in our efforts to submit Nature to mathematical treatment The combined facts 
that mathematics is a formal science, that physics only cares to know the formal 
aspects of Nature (in this consists the essence of Galilean methodology, in em
phasizing the how rather than the why, the mathematical form of the mechanism of 
the world rather than what this mechanism is), and, most importantly, that there 
is no a priori restriction on which mathematical theory can be mobilized so as to 
better study the formal properties of Nature explain why ckgrading the role of di
rect perception and the process of guided abstraction and idealization can actu
ally Jos ter the progress of science and account for its inunense success. 

Husserl's project of "rooting" the mathematical science of Nature in the life
world, even if this would bring science back to the sphere of meaningfulness he 

though it had departed, can only jeopardize its development. This project seems 
acutely inappropriate, given in particular the strangeness of sorne of the realms 
science is called to ínvestigate compared to the cozy familiarity of the life-world. 
There is no necessary link between what the life-world makes available to us and 
the mathematical manifolds we mobilize in the mathematical sciences of Nature. 

39 An ínteresting example of the adoption of a physical and, correlatively, mat:hematical 
model exclusively for the sake of derivíng mathematical foonal pcoperties observed in a dif!errmt 
empirical context can be found in Maxwell ("On Physical Lines of Force", 1861). Although he 
did not believe that his treal:!nent of electromagnetíc phenomena in tenns of vortices and strains 
in an elastic mechanical medium corresponded to electromagnetíc reality, he adopted such an 
approach in ordec "to make use of the mathen1atical analogies of the two problems to assist the 
imagination in the study of both". This is as good an example as any that for the physicist only 
formal properties (which Maxwell expressed as "mathematical analogies") matter (and this is why 
mathematics is so useful to him). 
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But the Husserlian model of the applicability of mathematics to the sciences of 
Nature, as discernable in Crisis points to the opposite conclusion: abstraction and 

idealization determining, maybe not completely, but in any case more determina

tely than I think reasonable to suppose, the acceptable matl?.ematical models of 

intuitively given Nature, which should then be left to the care of their ideally 
complete theories, whose foundations should líe on an intuitive grasp of the 

ruling concepts and basic truths of their domains. The history of science, most 
notably in the last century, has shown that the use of mathematics in science did 

not and, most importantly, could not go the way Husserl pointed. Nor I see any 

reason why it should, since, as I believe to have made clear here, Husserl failed to 

see, in full clarity, despite his insightful remarks on the nature of mathematical 
knowledge, the real nature of mathematics and the pattern of its applicability to 

. 
setene e. 
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